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yours and his or your and his which is correct May 13 2024

yours and his is the correct phrase when using two possessives in the same clause for instance that is
yours and his responsibility yours is the correct form whenever your comes with another possessive
pronoun your and his is incorrect because your does not group with other pronouns key takeaways

possessives your and my something vs yours and my Apr 12 2024

it comes back to our old friends the possessive pronouns my our your his her its and their which
qualify nouns my native language and their independent aka absolute forms mine ours yours his hers its
and theirs which subsume the nouns mine

rules for possessive pronouns possessive adjectives grammarly Mar
11 2024

the independent possessive pronouns are mine ours yours his hers its and theirs the possessive
adjectives also called possessive determiners are my our your his her its and their we break down each
type and offer examples of their usage below
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yours and his or your and his which is correct Feb 10 2024

your and his is a grammatical error commonly found in spoken english while the correct possessive
pronoun form of yours and his must be used in written communication to maintain clarity and
correctness

joint possessives common errors in english usage and more Jan 09
2024

jane and his villa doesn t sound right because it sounds like jane and the villa make a pair the most
common solution jane s and his villa violates the rule about using the possessive form only on the
last partner in the ownership

possessives pronouns learnenglish british council Dec 08 2023

learn about possessive pronouns like mine yours his hers etc and do some exercises to practise using
them

pronouns possessive my mine your yours etc Nov 07 2023

we use pronouns to refer to possession and belonging there are two types possessive pronouns and
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possessive determiners we use possessive determiners before a noun we use possessive pronouns in place
of a noun is that determiner your scarf it s very similar to pronoun mine

your vs yours what s the difference prowritingaid Oct 06 2023

yours means that which belongs to you singular the possessive second person singular pronoun used
without a following noun when used as a pronoun a good way to remember the difference is your has
an object yours is the object out of the two words your is the most common

possessive pronouns examples definition list scribbr Sep 05 2023

the english possessive pronouns are mine ours yours his hers theirs and whose a possessive pronoun
stands on its own replacing a noun phrase e g in jessie says this chair is hers hers replaces jessie s chair

possessive pronouns learn and practise grammar Aug 04 2023

we use possessive pronouns to talk about things that belong to somebody these are my books and
those are yours your coat isn t very warm you can wear mine if you like
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possessive personal pronoun explanation and examples Jul 03 2023

a possessive personal pronoun is a word that replaces a noun and shows ownership the possessive
personal pronouns are mine yours his hers ours and theirs be ware that the term possessive pronoun
also covers possessive determiners e g my your

yours vs your s what s the difference writing explained Jun 02
2023

when you are indicating possession yours is the correct choice not your s you do not need an
apostrophe to indicate possession because yours itself is a possessive pronoun in this sense yours is
similar to other possessive pronouns like its whose and ours

use of english possessive pronouns my your his her our May 01
2023

how are the english possessive pronouns mine yours his hers ours its theirs used what are the rules
how can they be determiners what are the forms
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possessive pronouns in english mine yours his youtube Mar 31 2023

the possessive pronouns are mine yours his hers ours theirs first we look at possessive adjectives my
your his her our their and how to make a possessive pronoun by replacing a

yours vs your s what s the difference prowritingaid Feb 27 2023

yours is akin to the other possessive pronouns mine his hers ours and theirs which correspond to the
personal pronouns i he she we and they none of these possessive forms require apostrophes whether or
not they happen to end with an s because they re already possessive

pronouns yours and mine or your and my english Jan 29 2023

if you want to use your and my for emphasis which you certainly could do then it would be a good
idea to use the marker both here to highlight this both your and my grandparents grew up listening to
this piece of music this sounds perfectly natural and correct with regards to yours and mine this is
ungrammatical

yours definition in the cambridge english dictionary Dec 28 2022

the one s belonging to or connected with the person or group of people being spoken or written to is
this pen yours unfortunately my legs aren t as long as yours i have something of yours that belongs
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to you yours is the room on the top floor on the left b1

comparison with as as english grammar reference notes Nov 26
2022

the order of the things you are comparing is opposite to that used in comparisons with comparative
adjectives this one isn t as big as the old one the old one is bigger than this one jenny s new flat isn t
as nice as her old one jenny s old flat is nicer than her new one

play me i m yours street pianos Oct 26 2022

reaching millions of people worldwide more than 2000 street pianos have been installed by luke and his
team in over 70 cities across the globe from tokyo to new york bearing the simple instruction to play
me i m yours

behind the scenes rehearsal with pat metheny and joe dyson Sep 24
2022

behind the scenes rehearsal with pat metheny and joe dyson tokyo japan patmetheny is on his dreambox
tour and invited yours truly to join for a few days at bluenotetokyo ron carter original
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